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 EXCHANGE REPORT  Name  Year and term for exchange 

  Viktor ÅkerbergViktor Åkerberg  Spring 2017 
Exchange university     
Politecnico di Milano 
Degree programme     
Electrical Engineering - Smart Grid 
     
     

Studying Electrical Engineering at Politecnico di Milano 

Before departure 
I applied for exchange studies because I felt like I needed a change in my studies. As someone who 
started studying at university right away I was getting bored of the day-to-day at KTH. I wanted to see 
something new and Politecnico di Milano was an alternative that had Electrical Engineering. I did not 
have much expectations, I assumed it would be a lot like Sweden since both are European countries. 
Italy differs from Sweden in some ways, but I still felt like I was in Europe. I took a course in basic 
Italian during the summer of 2016, which helped me a little to get around once I got to Italy. 

Upon arrival 
I arrived the day before the introductory days started, and was picked up by my landlord at the airport 
when I landed. I felt like this was good, I am not a person who likes to aimlessly walk around in a new 
city. I liked to have something to do once I got to Italy and it was nice to meet new people on the 
introductory days. 

Financials 
I got an extra loan from CSN for studying abroad, as well as the Erasmus scholarship. Italy is less 
expensive than Sweden, but since I did not stay there for long and lived alone, my rent was much 
higher than at home. Food and traveling is cheaper than Sweden, but since I travelled to Venice, 
Florence and Rome, I still payed quite a bit for travelling. In general the food in the campus area is 
really good and cheap, I never felt like I had to bring my own lunch. 

Accommodation 
I tried to get an accommodation through the university but did not understand how that would work. I 
got my apartment through AirBnB. I lived alone in a small apartment close to campus Leonardo and 
the metro station Lambrate. The apartment was nice but I felt like I could get something better for 
what I was paying. Living in your own apartment or renting just a room is quite expensive, I would 
recommend to try to find a bigger apartment with someone you know from before to get a better 
apartment and cheaper rent. 

University and studies 
I studied at campus Leonardo, which is about as big as KTH campus. I studied in English, most 
teachers were speaking good English, but some, mainly the courses in electricity, had teachers who 
were bad at English and some PowerPoint slides were in Italian. The studies at Politecnico di Milano 
differ quite a lot from studies at KTH. First of all, you take all subjects in parallel during the semester, 
so all exams are in the same month, July. Some subjects have midterms and early exams, but these are 
exceptions. In Italy almost everything is focused on theory and learning what the teacher writes on the 
slides or what is in the course material. Almost no intermediate tasks were handed out, all your grade 
depended on how you did on the exams. In the few courses where tasks were handed out, they were 
not mandatory and only helped you getting a higher grade, which did not matter for me as I could only 
take home a pass or fail. A regular day consisted of going to class and listening to the teacher, there 
were very few lessons where we had any tasks to do. There were language courses but I did not attend 
these.  
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Courses 
Network Automation and Protection Systems, 090916 
This course was quite easy and informative, a lot of general information about faults and protection 
systems within the electrical grid. 
 
Smart Grids, 097739 
A harder course than Network Automation, this course is comprised of lectures from people from 
different electrical companies in Italy. The exams are really thorough so I would not recommend this 
course because you need to learn a lot and not much is useful outside of Italy. 
 
Philosophical Issues of Computer Science 090951 
This was my favorite course this semester, it is a philosophy course about computers and how different 
concepts have and are looked upon. The teacher is also great and engaging.  
 
Computer Security 089165 
This course is about a wide range is issues relating to computer science. It gives a good understanding 
of many different areas within computer security, but some experience in programming is required to 
avoid having to study background facts for too long.  
 
Network Security and Cryptography 091033 
A course mainly about the mathematical side of cryptography, fits nicely with Computer Security as 
they overlap sometimes, but without it becoming boring. 

City and country 
Being from Sweden I did not feel much of a culture shock, since both Italy and Sweden are European 
countries, they are quite similar. What surprised me the most was that very few people, even young 
people, did not speak English very well. My classmates could all speak English but most people in 
stores and restaurants did not speak English at all. Milan is about the same size as Stockholm, so I felt 
like the way you moved around was the same. You can take the metro and bus to get anywhere in 30 
mins, and the tickets are not expensive at all, a month costs only 22€. One way which Milan differs 
from Stockholm is that there are more skyscrapers, I got to go up into one of them with the ESN group 
at Politecnico and got this picture:  
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Leisure and social activities 
Once I got there I found many Swedish friends that I hung out with during the stay. We travelled to 
Venice, Rome and Florence, as well as smaller trips to places close to Milan. We also explored many of 
Milan’s restaurants and stores. I would definitely recommend studying in Milan if you like food and 
fashion. Many stores with a huge selection of brans are in Milan, and food from around the world is 
everywhere. The restaurant food is also really cheap, a dish usually never costs more than 15 euro, even 
if it is a really good restaurant in the centre of the city. Here are some photos of really good pizza and 
pasta I ate: 

 

Other recommendations and observations 
Try to travel! Even if you are in a new country, it still gets boring to stay in the same city for the entire 
semester. Here is a photo from Rome: 

 

I also felt like having visits from Sweden really helped when I had home sickness. So even if I had less 
time to study since they arrived just before the exams, it was worth it. 

 


